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The Fe/BaTiO3 interface is a prototypical artificial multiferroic system displaying purely electronic

magnetoelectric effects at room temperature. As magneto-electric coupling is essentially localized

at the interface, the properties of the very first Fe layers in contact with BaTiO3 play a major role.

In this paper, we investigate, by using X-ray photoemission spectroscopy and photoelectron

diffraction, the in-situ growth, by molecular beam epitaxy, of ultrathin Fe films (�7 monolayers)

on a BaTiO3/SrTiO3(001) template. We found that growing the Fe films above room temperature

(373 K) is essential in order to avoid island growth and obtain a continuous film. Post-annealing up

to 473 K improves the film crystallinity but prevents chemical interdiffusion and roughening. Just

an interfacial monolayer of oxidized iron is detected in these conditions, which appears as an

unavoidable consequence of the Fe/BaTiO3 chemical interaction. Its active role in magnetoelectric

coupling must be carefully taken into account to correlate theoretical predictions and experiments.
VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4864375]

I. INTRODUCTION

The search for room-temperature bulk multiferroic

materials1 and “artificial” multiferroic systems,3 i.e., systems

made of materials separately displaying different ferroic

orders coupled to each other, currently generates strong theo-

retical and experimental efforts in condensed matter physics.

This is crucial in view of the development of upcoming spin-

tronic devices exploiting magnetoelectric coupling (MEC) to

control the magnetic order acting on the ferroelectric one or

viceversa.4–6 For instance, multiferroics showing strong

enough MEC could lead to spin-based devices with ultralow

power consumption exploiting the electrical writing of the

magnetic information, as well as novel microwave compo-

nents. In the case of independent switching of the ferroic

order parameters, multiferroics could also find applications

as multiple-state data storage elements. However, a single-

phase material showing a sizable coupling between ferro-

magnetism and ferroelectricity at room-temperature is still

missing. A promising approach to circumvent the lingering

scarcity of single-phase room-temperature multiferroics is

combining ferroelectrics (FE) with ferromagnetic (FM)

materials with high Curie temperatures to design interfacial

multiferroics. In these systems, MEC is achieved at the inter-

face between a FM and a FE.

Among many FM/FE heterostructures, Fe/BaTiO3 has

emerged as prototypical system. In fact, Fe and BaTiO3

(BTO) possess robust ferroic orders at room temperature and

a negligible lattice mismatch (�1.6%), which favours epitax-

ial growth of Fe/BTO interfaces. Two kinds of ME coupling

have been predicted at this interface: (i) direct coupling,

owing to interfacial electronic effects, and (ii) indirect

coupling, mediated by strain. The first one, leading to

changes in the Fe surface magnetization and surface magne-

tocrystalline anisotropy, has been theoretically predicted and

explained in terms of bond-reconfiguration driven by ionic

displacement7–9 or spin dependent screening mechanisms.10

Experimentally it has been found that, for Fe thin films de-

posited on BTO single crystals, MEC is strain-mediated.11,12

Large magnetic anisotropy and coercitivity changes in the Fe

layer have been reported in response to electric field applied

to the BTO crystal because of its FE switching. However,

fully epitaxial Fe overlayers on BTO films grown on other

substrates are definitely more interesting in view of integra-

tion in practical devices. Recently, we have demonstrated13

that, in these systems, mechanical clamping from the sub-

strate suppresses the strain-mediated MEC, due to the sup-

pression of BTO tetragons reorientation during FE

transitions.2,14 On the other hand, recent experimental

reports suggest the existence of pure electronic interfacial

MEC mechanisms in these fully epitaxial systems. Garcia

et al.15 demonstrated the nonvolatile electrical control

of the tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) in artificial

Fe/BTO/La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 (LSMO) multiferroic tunnel junc-

tions (MFTJs) after switching the electrical polarization of

the tunnel barrier, reflecting the modulation of the carriers

spin polarization by the direction of FE polarization. In addi-

tion, evidence for remanent induced magnetic moments on

Ti and O atoms, coupled with those of Fe, was observed in

Fe/BTO/LSMO heterostructures by means of X-ray resonant

magnetic scattering measurements.8 More recently, we pro-

vided a direct experimental proof of the room temperature

electrical “on-off” switching of the magnetic ordering within

the interfacial oxidized Fe layer in contact with BTO in

Co/Fe/BTO/LSMO heterostructures. By X-ray magnetic cir-

cular dichroism, we found that it is possible to create or sup-

press the ferromagnetic order just within the interfacial
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oxidized layer by reversing the dielectric polarization of the

adjacent BTO.16 In the same work, we found evidence for

the tendency to island formation at the early stage of growth

of ultrathin Fe films on BTO, which results also in a super-

paramagnetic behavior for low coverage (2 monolayers).

In this contest, the preparation and characterization of

high-quality ultrathin Fe films on ferroelectric BTO layers

are a fundamental achievement. In a pioneering work by

Brivio et al.,17 some of us reported on the epitaxial growth

of 1–3 nm thick Fe films on BaTiO3/SrTiO3(001). However,

a complete study of the optimal growth conditions of Fe

ultrathin films on BTO, with Fe thickness corresponding to

few monolayers (MLs, where 1 ML corresponds to

0.143 nm, i.e., the lattice spacing between atomic planes in

bcc Fe(001)), has not been reported so far. In particular, a

study of the optimum conditions leading to 2D growth, good

crystallinity and minimum interfacial oxidation of Fe is still

missing.

In this paper, we investigate the growth mechanisms of

ultrathin Fe films (about 1 nm thick) by Molecular Beam

Epitaxy (MBE) on ferroelectric BTO films (50 nm thick) in

terms of morphology, structural order, and oxidation. In par-

ticular, we optimized the growth conditions with respect to:

(i) the substrate temperature (TG) during Fe growth and (ii)

the post-annealing temperature (TPA) after Fe deposition.

X-ray photoemission spectroscopy is employed to study the

growth mode, layer-by-layer or by island nucleation, chemi-

cal interdiffusion and interfacial Fe oxidation, while X-ray

photoelectron diffraction is used to investigate the structural

order of the Fe film. We found that the room temperature

growth gives rise to island formation, in agreement with our

previous work,16 while 2D growth is achieved just by grow-

ing films at TG¼ 373 K. Post-growth annealing improves

crystallinity up to TPA¼ 473 K, while, at higher tempera-

tures, sizable film corrugation is observed. Nevertheless, we

do not find experimental evidence for chemical interdiffu-

sion up to TPA¼ 673 K. From the analysis of the Fe 2p line-

shape, we detect the presence of just one monolayer (ML) of

oxidized Fe at the interface with BTO, independently on the

growth temperature (RT and 373 K) and post-annealing tem-

peratures (up to 673 K). This indicates the high chemical sta-

bility of the interface, as well as the intrinsic chemical origin

of the oxidized interfacial Fe ML, which results from the

chemical bonds between Fe and BTO in these epitaxial

structures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Fe/BTO heterostructures have been grown by Pulsed

Laser Deposition (PLD) and MBE in a cluster tool, where

the two deposition techniques are available in-situ, together

with X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS) and

Diffraction (XPD) for investigating the chemical and struc-

tural properties of the samples, respectively.18 BTO films,

with thickness of 50 nm, have been grown onto SrTiO3 (001)

(STO) commercial substrates, according to a growth proce-

dure optimized in order to obtain high quality ferroelectric

epitaxial films with low surface roughness.17,19 During the

whole deposition process, the oxygen pressure has been kept

at 2.67 Pa (0.02 Torr). Before the growth, an annealing of the

substrate up to 1003 K has been performed for cleaning and

ordering the surface, the temperature being controlled by a py-

rometer. A quadrupled Q-Switched Nd:YAG laser (266 nm),

providing pulses 7 ns long with a fluence of 5.6 J/cm2, has

been operated at a repetition frequency of 2 Hz to generate a

plasma from a stoichiometric target placed in front of the sub-

strate at a distance of 30 mm. The BTO growth, performed at

913 K, was followed by a post-annealing in 1 atm of oxygen

at 873 K. The deposition rate in these conditions is

0.24 Å/pulse, as deduced from RHEED oscillations.

Fe overlayers with nominal thickness of 1 nm, corre-

sponding to �7 ML, have been grown by MBE in ultra-high

vacuum conditions (UHV), while keeping the substrate at

room temperature (RT) or at 373 K. The Fe thickness has

been calibrated by a quartz microbalance and checked

by XPS after deposition. The Fe deposition rate was

�0.15 nm/min. After deposition, the sample has been

annealed for 20 min at different temperatures, up to 673 K.

The chemical and structural properties have been inves-

tigated in-situ by XPS and XPD. In XPS, photoelectrons

were excited by standard unpolarized Al-Ka and Mg-Ka

X-ray sources and collected by an Hemispherical Energy

Analyzer (HEA) Phoibos 150 (SPECSTM), yielding an ac-

ceptance angle of �6�, a field view of �1.4 mm2, and an

energy resolution of 1.03 eV and 0.84 eV for Al-Ka and

Mg-Ka, respectively. In XPD, the photoelectron were excited

by Al-Ka and collected along the [100] azimuth, with an ac-

ceptance angle of �1�, a field of view of �1 mm2 and an

energy resolution of 1.5 eV. The Fe 2p core level has been

chosen because the electron escape depth is 1.35 nm,20 mak-

ing it sensible to the whole Fe thickness for the films consid-

ered. The stability of the X-ray source during XPS and XPD

measurements has been checked by measuring, at normal

incidence, the XPS signal from a reference Ta sample. Film

morphology has been investigated ex-situ by Atomic Force

Microscopy (AFM).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Fe growth mode and morphology

1. Fe 2p/Ti 2p

In order to check the Fe thickness and growth mode

(layer-by-layer or by islands), the Fe 2p, Fe 3p, Ti 2p, Ba 3d,

and O 1s features have been measured, as a function of the

polar angle, by XPS with Al-Ka radiation. Here, we report

the comparison between Fe and Ti intensities, but a similar

trend is found when comparing Fe and O as well as Fe and

Ba. In Fig. 1, are reported the ratios between the Fe 2p3/2 and

Ti 2p intensities, divided by the corresponding cross section

and transmission of the analyzer, for sample #1 (panel (a))

and sample #2 (panel (b)), grown at RT and TG¼ 373 K,

respectively, as a function of polar collection angle for dif-

ferent values of TPA. For comparison, the Fe 2p3/2/Ti 2p

(Fe/Ti from now on) theoretical ratio for a perfectly flat Fe

film grown onto the BTO underlayer, represented by

Eq. (1),21 is also reported (blue line, dashed in panel (a) and

continuous in panel (b)).
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IFe

ITi
¼ NFe

NTi

kFe

kTiðBTOÞ

1� expð�dFe=kFe cos hÞ
expð�dFe=kTiðFeÞ cos hÞ : (1)

IFe and ITi are the Fe 2p3/2 and Ti 2p intensities, divided

by the corresponding cross section and transmission of the

analyzer; NFe and NTi are the Fe and Ti atomic densities; kFe

is the Fe 2p3/2 electron escape depth (13.5 Å (Ref. 20));

kTi(BTO) and kTi(Fe) are the Ti2p electron escape depths in

BTO (19.4 Å (Ref. 20)) and Fe (16.6 Å (Ref. 20)); dFe is the

Fe thickness.

From the comparison of panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 1, a

clear difference appears between samples #1 and #2

as-grown. Even though the nominal thickness is the same

(1 nm 6 0.1%, which is the typical accuracy of our growth

rates calibrated with a quartz microbalance), the Fe/Ti inten-

sity ratio is 2.2 for sample #1 and 3.6 for sample #2.

Furthermore, a good fit with Eq. (1), using the expected val-

ues for parameters listed above, is possible only for sample

#2 (compare the blue continuous line in panel (b) with the

dashed one in panel (a)). From the exponential fit, we can

then estimate the Fe thickness only for sample #2

(dFe¼ 1.04 6 0.04 nm), in good agreement with our cali-

brated growth rate. These findings definitely signal a com-

pletely different growth mode in the two cases, with a clear

deviation from the 2D mode for sample #1.

Looking now at the effect of post-annealing, for both

samples #1 (panel (a)) and #2 (panel (b)), we observe that

the films as-grown (black dots) and after post-annealing at

TPA¼ 473 K (red squares) are quite similar in terms of the

Fe/Ti ratio: we can then conclude that this first annealing (up

to 473 K) does not produce sizable chemical interdiffusion

nor morphology modifications of the Fe film. At larger

annealing temperatures, instead, major modifications of the

Fe/Ti ratio are seen. For sample #1 (Fig. 1(a)), the value at

0� strongly decreases (from 2.2 to 1.1) and also the slope of

the Fe/Ti ratio vs. collection angle is progressively reduced,

ending up with an almost flat behaviour at TPA¼ 673 K. For

sample #2 (Fig. 1(b)), the value at 0� is instead constant,

within the error bar, while the slope of the curve vs. collec-

tion angle still decreases as TPA increases, so that fitting with

Eq. (1) gives in any case inaccurate results. From this analy-

sis, it is clear that a 2D film with uniform thickness can be

obtained only in case of sample heating during growth, while

RT growth followed by the same post-annealing cannot

restore a 2D condition. For this reason, in the following, we

will concentrate on sample #2 (TG¼ 373 K), with the aim to

assess the quality of the 2D films obtained at TPA¼ 473 K as

well as to understand the origin of the deviation of the Fe/Ti

ratio from the 2D behaviour at higher annealing temperature.

2. Film roughening induced by post-annealing

The deviation from the 2D model of Fe/Ti ratio vs. col-

lection angle seen at high TPA can arise from two effects:

chemical interdiffusion or film roughening. To rule out the

first one, we carefully measured the Fe 2p, Fe 3p, Ti 2p, Ba

3d and O 1s peaks for all the post-annealing temperatures

investigated. As a matter of fact, we did not find any trace of

chemical shift nor line shape modification. The case of Fe 2p

is reported in Fig. 4(b) (see below for a more detailed discus-

sion), but the same behaviour is seen for all the other peaks

from the chemical elements involved. This is a strong evi-

dence for the absence of chemical interdiffusion promoted

by post-annealing and proves the chemical robustness of the

Fe/BTO interface, which is an essential ingredient in view of

exploitation of MEC coupling. On the other hand, film

roughening can easily explain the trend seen in Fig. 1(b): if

post-annealing promotes the aggregation of Fe clusters, this

leaves a portion of the film almost uncapped or with a lower

coverage with respect to the nominal one, while a higher

coverage is expected within the clusters. By consequence,

the Fe signal decreases faster than in case of a continuous

film, when increasing the collection angle. On the contrary,

the Ti signal suffers from a lower attenuation, with respect to

the case of the continuous Fe film, if some portions of BTO

are almost uncapped or covered by a thinner Fe film. As a

result, the Fe/Ti ratio vs. collection angle is expected to be

lower for a rough Fe film than for a continuous, uniform

film. This is exactly what is seen in Fig. 1, both for sample

#1 and sample #2, thus indicating an increase of roughening

when increasing TPA. This is not surprising for metals grown

onto oxides. For example, the evolution of the cluster dimen-

sions and shape with annealing has already been observed in

Fe/MgO22 and has been explained by the temperature de-

pendence of surface diffusion and Ostwald ripening.

We found direct evidence for this post-annealing

induced film roughening by directly checking the surface

roughness by ex-situ AFM. While 1 nm thick Fe film grown

at 373 K (sample #2) and post-annealed at 473 K shows a

r.m.s. roughness (measured on a 1 lm2 area) lower than

FIG. 1. Fe 2p/Ti 2p ratio for sample #1 (panel (a)) and sample #2 (panel

(b)), grown at RT and 373 K, respectively, as a function of the post-

annealing temperature (TPA). The theoretical ratio for a perfectly flat Fe

layer, according to Eq. (1), is also reported (blue line).
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0.15 nm, this increases up to 0.46 nm after annealing at

623 K. In this case, as seen in Fig. 2, the sample appears as

made of Fe clusters with average diameter of 100 nm and

1.5 nm height, which are definitely compatible with the trend

of XPS intensity ratios reported above. A similar topography,

with sizable roughness, is found in case of films grown at RT

(data not shown). Even though the interpretation of the phase

contrast in AFM scans from samples exposed to atmosphere

is not straightforward, some additional information can

be extracted from our ex-situ AFM data in order to shed

light on the peculiar growth mode (Volmer-Weber vs.

Stransky-Krastanov, taking place at different TG) and rough-

ening process induced by post-annealing. In case of a pure

Volmer-Weber (island growth) regime for RT growth, we

would still expect to see a clear phase contrast between BTO

capped and uncapped zones. However, this is definitely not

the case: the phase signal is almost uniform over the entire

sample area in rough samples. This suggests that an initial

layer-by-layer growth of just the first Fe ML in contact with

BTO could take place, followed by formation of metallic Fe

islands, which is typical of the Stransky-Krastanov mode.

Also in case of roughening induced by post-annealing, the

oxidized wetting layer seems unaffected, while the roughen-

ing process could involve only the metallic overlayer.

Obviously, there is no chance to disentangle metallic islands

from the regions corresponding to the oxidized Fe wetting

layer in contact with BTO, because our samples are exposed

to atmosphere in order to perform ex-situ AFM. We expect

instead a quite similar phase contrast from the whole Fe

layer, which will be completely oxidized after air exposure,

in agreement with our data. To summarize, our AFM data

suggest that rough films are made of a uniform layer cover-

ing the substrate and clusters nucleating over them in case of

room temperature growth or post-annealing at temperatures

higher than 473 K.

B. Fe crystal structure

In Fig. 3, the XPD polar scans along the [100] azimuth

of sample #2 after post-annealing at 473 K (black), 573 K

(red), and 623 K (green) are reported. For comparison, the

scan from a bulk Fe(001) single crystal is also shown (blue

line). At the kinetic energy of Fe 2p photoelectrons (778 eV),

forward scattering dominates; thus the main diffraction

peaks correspond to the crystallographic directions of the

more dense atomic chains, as shown in the inset.

Noteworthy, the XPD patterns are well defined, with sharp

peaks emerging from the background, for all the post-

annealing conditions. Moreover, the film annealed at

TPA¼ 623 K (green line) looks better, in terms of peak sharp-

ness, than that annealed at TPA¼ 473 K (black line), despite

the higher roughness of the former. This apparent contradic-

tion can be explained considering that XPD is intrinsically a

short-range probe of crystal structure, being sensible to the

very local structure (the coherence length of XPD is few

electron mean free paths) around the photo-electron emitters.

Because the island dimension (�100 nm, according to AFM)

is larger than few electron mean free paths (kFe2p¼ 1.35 nm

(Ref. 20)), their structure does not sensibly affect the XPD

pattern. Post-annealing then promotes the film roughening

but also improves the local crystal order. In fact, our XPD

data indicate that strain relaxation takes place within the

islands. Fe grows on BTO with 45� rotation, that is, the

[100] direction of Fe is parallel to the [110] direction of

BTO.17 The bulk lattice parameter of Fe is aFe¼ 2.87 Å,

while the in-plane lattice parameter of BTO is aBTO

¼ 3.992 Å, leading to a 1.6% lattice mismatch (considering

the 45� rotation). In a single-scattering picture and consider-

ing only forward scattering events, the position of the main

diffraction peaks can be found by geometrical considera-

tions. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3, the angular positions

of the [102], [101], and [201] peaks of Fe can be calculated

as h¼ tan�1 a=2cð Þ, tan�1 a=cð Þ, and tan�1 2a=cð Þ, where the

a and c are in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters of

Fe, respectively. In the bulk case, we have a¼ c and the cal-

culated angular positions are h¼ 26.6�, 45�, and 63.4�,
respectively, coincident (within our experimental accuracy

of 6 1�) with the experimental ones (blue curve). If we

assume that Fe grows compressed on BTO in order to fit

with the BTO surface lattice, instead, we would have a< c,

leading to peaks lying at smaller angles than in bulk Fe. As a

matter of fact, looking at the experimental XPD scan in

Fig. 3, we note that the peaks from Fe films on BTO are

always found at smaller angles with respect to bulk Fe.

Nevertheless, a clear shift towards the bulk position is seen

when increasing TPA. This is particularly evident for [102]

peak that, being the closest to normal incidence, is less

affected by border effects due to cluster’s sides: when TPA

increases from 473 K to 623 K, it shifts from 21� to 24�. This

FIG. 2. (a) Atomic force microscopy image (1 lm2 area) surface of a 1 nm

thick Fe film grown at 373 K (sample #2) and post-annealed at 623 K (the

vertical scale range is 4 nm); (b) surface profile corresponding to blue line in

the atomic force microscopy image in (a).

FIG. 3. XPD polar scans along the [100] azimuth of sample #2 as a function

of the post-annealing temperature TPA; for comparison, the scan from a bulk

Fe(001) is also shown (blue line). The crystallographic directions corre-

sponding to the main diffraction peaks, as shown in the inset, are reported.
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behaviour is consistent with a partial strain relaxation via

dislocations within the Fe islands appearing at high

post-annealing temperature. Thus, we can conclude that

post-annealing above 473 K reduces the long-range order,

inducing the formation of Fe clusters, but is accompanied by

an improvement of the short-range order, leading to Fe clus-

ters with a local structure closer to that of bulk Fe than con-

tinuous films. Note also that this is an additional indication

of the absence of sizable interdiffusion induced by post-

annealing, which would instead negatively affect XPD, due

to the short-range nature of this technique.

C. Fe oxidation

In order to evaluate the Fe oxidation in Fe/BTO sam-

ples, in Fig. 4, we report the Fe 2p spectra, measured by XPS

with Mg-Ka radiation, corresponding to the different TG and

TPA discussed above. A Shirley background has been sub-

tracted to all the curves and their intensities have been nor-

malized to the peak value for each spectrum. In panel (a) we

compare sample #1 (red curve) and sample #2 (black curve),

grown at RT and TG¼ 373 K, respectively, without any

post-annealing treatment. The two spectra are essentially

equivalent, without any noticeable dependence on TG. In the

inset, we compare the Fe 2p spectrum from sample #2

annealed at 473 K (black empty dots) with two reference

spectra obtained from clean Fe(001) (blue curve) and

Fe(001)-p(x1)O surfaces (red full dots),23 respectively. The

latter corresponds to just one ML of oxygen adsorbed onto a

Fe(001) surface, and can be assumed as absolute reference

for calibrating the thickness of the interfacial oxidized Fe

layer at the interface with BTO.24 It is clear, from compari-

son with Fe(001)-p(x1)O, that our Fe film is partially oxi-

dized, due to the appearance of a shoulder at �711 eV in

addition to the metallic main peak at 707 eV. From the posi-

tion of this shoulder, it is hard to identify the chemical state

corresponding to these oxidized atoms. Any attribution of Fe

valency based on the tabulated positions of Fe2þ or Fe3þ

components in oxides would be inappropriate, because we

are dealing with an ultrathin oxidized Fe layer strongly inter-

acting with BTO, so that even the crystal field is definitely

different from that of Fe oxides. As suggested in literature25

and by XAS measurements by our group on ultrathin

Fe/BTO films (see Refs. 16 and 26), we can affirm that this

Fe oxidation is confined at the interface and involves about

one Fe ML. This can be inferred from the strict similarity

between our Fe spectrum (black empty dots) and that of

Fe(001)-p(x1)O (red full dots). Despite the two geometries

are different (in the case of Fe(001)-p(1x1)O, the oxygen

ML is on top of bulk Fe, while for Fe/BTO it is below 1 nm

of Fe) a straightforward calculation (see Appendix), based

on the exponential attenuation of the photoelectron signal in

a layer by layer model (which is suitable for the interpreta-

tion of spectra from sample #2 annealed up to 473 K) shows

that the expected relative intensities of the oxidized and me-

tallic components should be the same in the two cases,

within 65%. This is exactly what we observe experimen-

tally, thus providing an additional proof of the presence of

just one oxidized Fe layer.

Finally, in panel (b), we compare sample #2 as-grown

(black curve) and after post-annealing at different tempera-

tures: TPA¼ 473 K (red curve), 573 K (green curve), and

623 K (blue curve). Even in this case, the spectra are equiva-

lent. We can then conclude that the Fe oxidation is independ-

ent on both TG (RT or 373 K) and TPA (up to 623 K). The

fact that the relative intensities of the oxidized and metallic

components are the same, whatever the film is flat or with

clusters, is coherent with the layerþ island growth mode and

with a roughening process involving only the metallic Fe

overlayer, as suggested by AFM data. According to these

growth and roughening modes, the number of oxidized

atoms does not change in the different conditions of growth

and post-annealing, as it corresponds to the atoms of the first

Fe ML in contact with BTO. On the other end, we expect

very similar intensity ratios between the oxidized and metal-

lic components in Fe 2p spectra, both in case of a single ML

of oxidized Fe capped with a more uniform metallic Fe over-

layer (e.g., sample #2 as-grown) or with some islands of me-

tallic Fe. In rough films, islands strongly attenuate the signal

from the oxidized layer underneath, while regions without

islands do not present any attenuation of the signal from oxi-

dized iron atoms. We can then expect a compensation

between uncapped and capped regions in rough films (e.g.,

sample #1), thus leading to an average signal from the oxi-

dized Fe layer which is very similar to that from flat, contin-

uous Fe films (sample #2 up to 473 K).

FIG. 4. Fe 2p spectrum measured by XPS: (a) samples #1 (red line) and #2

(black line) as-grown (at RT and TG¼ 373 K, respectively); (b) sample #2

as-grown (black line) and post-annealed at different temperatures (red,

green, and blue lines). In the inset of panel (a), we report the Fe 2p spectrum

from sample #2 annealed at 473 K (black empty dots) and two reference

spectra obtained from clean Fe(001) (blue curve) and Fe(001)-p(1� 1)O

surfaces (red full dots), respectively. A Shirley background has been sub-

tracted to all the spectra and the vertical scale has been renormalized in

order to have the same peak height for all the spectra.
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To summarize, our data provide evidence for the pres-

ence of just one ML of oxidized Fe at the interface with

BTO, which is extremely stable and independent on the sam-

ple growth recipe or post-annealing treatment. This is a

strong indication of the intrinsic nature of this interfacial

oxidation, appearing not a spurious artefact coming from

non-optimized growth conditions but the unavoidable conse-

quence of the chemical bonds between Fe and BTO upon the

interface formation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated, by XPS and XPD, the

MBE growth of ultrathin Fe films (about 1 nm) on a

BaTiO3/SrTiO3(001) template, in order to evidence the influ-

ence on morphology, structural order, and oxidation of the

growth and post-annealing temperatures. We found that the

optimal conditions for obtaining 2D films are: (i) keeping

the substrate at 373 K during Fe deposition; (ii) performing a

post-annealing of the sample for 20 min at 473 K. Larger

post-annealing temperatures lead instead to film roughening,

but the local ordering, as checked by XPD, improves when

the post-annealing temperature increases and clustering takes

place. No trace of chemical interdiffusion is seen up to the

highest post-annealing temperature investigated (673 K),

while a minor Fe oxidation (just one ML confined at the

interface) is present, not affected neither by the growth nor

by the post-annealing temperatures. Our results clearly point

to the high robustness and chemical stability of the Fe/BTO

interface, intrinsically including one ML of oxidized Fe,

which is an essential ingredient for its exploitation within

devices based on interfacial magneto-electric coupling

effects.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE INTENSITY RATIO
BETWEEN OXIDIZED AND METALLIC IRON
COMPONENTS

In this Appendix, we develop a simple model to calcu-

late the expected relative intensities of the Fe oxidized and

metallic components for two cases:

(1) Metallic Fe with thickness dFe on top of oxidized Fe

with thickness dox;

(2) Oxidized Fe with thickness d0ox on top of semi-infinite

metallic Fe.

We consider perfectly flat films and we make use a con-

tinuous model with exponential attenuation of the electron

signal.

In case (i), the intensities of the metallic (Fe) and oxi-

dized (Feox) components are

IFe ¼ akFe 1� exp � dFe

kFe

� �� �
; (A1)

IFeox ¼ akFe 1� exp � dox

kFe

� �� �
exp � dFe

kFe

� �
: (A2)

kFe is the electron escape depth of Fe 2p photoelectrons

in Fe (we assume the same value for the metallic and oxi-

dized components). a is a pre-factor depending on material

parameters (cross section, density) and experimental condi-

tions (photon flux, analyer transmission,…), and is equal for

both the components. We are interested in the ratio IFeox=IFe

IFeox

IFe
¼

1� exp � dox

kFe

� �� �
exp � dFe

kFe

� �

1� exp � dFe

kFe

� � : (A3)

In case (ii), the intensities are

IFe ¼ akFeexp � d0ox

kFe

� �
; (A4)

IFeox ¼ akFe 1� exp � d0ox

kFe

� �� �
: (A5)

The ratio IFeox=IFe is

IFeox

IFe
¼

1� exp � d0ox

kFe

� �

exp � d0ox

kFe

� � : (A6)

We now compare the IFeox=IFe ratios for cases (i) and

(ii). We employ dox¼ d0ox 5 0.143 nm (corresponding to 1

ML of oxidized Fe), dFe¼ 0.9 nm (the difference between

the Fe thickness estimated in the Text for sample #2

annealed at 473 K, 1.04 nm, and the oxide thickness dox) and

kFe¼ 1.35 nm (see the main text and Ref. 20). Case (ii) cor-

responds to Fe-p(1�1)O (red full dots in the inset of Fig. 4).

From Eqs. (A3) and (A6), we obtain IFeox=IFe¼ 0.106

for case (i) and IFeox=IFe¼ 0.112 for case (ii), respectively.

These results differ by 5% only: we can then conclude that,

within the limit of our experimental accuracy, the relative

intensities of the oxidized and metallic components are the

same for the cases of 1 ML of oxidized Fe at the Fe/BTO

interface (case (i), black empty dots in the inset of Fig. 4)

and Fe-p(1�1)O (case (ii), red full dots in the inset of

Fig. 4).

We note that, if we repeat the calculation with more

than 1 ML of oxidized Fe at the interface in case (i), we

would obtain a IFeox=IFe ratio strongly different from that of

case (ii), thus disagreeing with experimental results. If 2 ML

of oxidized Fe are considered (dox¼ 0.286 nm and

dFe¼ 0.75 nm, so that doxþ dFe� 1.04 nm), we obtain

IFeox=IFe¼ 0.255 for case (i), more than two times the ratio
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for case (ii). This analysis strongly supports our claim of the

presence of just one ML of oxidized Fe at the Fe/BTO

interface.
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